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31st March 2017  Greater Sydney Commission  Draft North District Plan  P O Box 257,  Parramatta NSW 2124                                Attention: District Commissioner – Deborah Dearing   Dear Deborah,  Re:  Draft North District Plan Sun Property Response   To acknowledge your forward comments and take these further, the now classified North District is Sydney’s jewel in the crown. The collaboration of landscapes which uniquely form geographical and environmental constraint, a comfortable climate, a mixture of demographics in terms of culture, age profile and preferred housing form, the both buoyant and thriving commercial sectors, the anchor industries offering essential services for health and well-being, the diversified range of quality schools and educational establishments and the veins of connectivity by road and rail make the district a region of high desirability for Sydney’s growing population to live, work and play. Balancing the profiles of these existing, growing or otherwise emerging priorities, against the beliefs and attitudes of a passionate and at times strong willed community, has long been a challenge for strategic policy makers at the state and local government levels.   Once a romantic notion, Ebenezer Howard’s 19th Century Garden City revolved around the simple philosophy of a metropolitan city articulated through several centres. The operation of this structure would serve to form the basis of an economic and planning strategy which if co-ordinated and implemented well would promote the rational construction of a modern metropolis. Heralded as “the most definitive expression of a public policy on the form and content of an Australian metropolitan area ever attempted” The County of Cumberland Plan 1948 opted for the decentralisation of activity in central areas to the suburb. This approach engendered a social benefit to the population’s work/life balance. The plan also prioritised the placement of general facilities and services through the means of a series of self-contained suburban districts each with its own central facilities, commercial operations and general services. The draft district plan recognises this notion and philosophy of a successfully operating city. It does this through the nomination of place, values, opportunities and risk but specifically with the desire to make Sydney a 30 minute city by removing the overt focus from its central core. Because the North District and the city as a whole is polycentric hybrid, a place which combines spontaneity and organisation, it is crucial that the focus of 
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infrastructure, the great connector of work and life, is well directed, is district specific, is capable of sustaining its region and importantly avoids further reinforcement of the magnetism of Sydney’s central core.  I applaud the vision of the Growth Centres Commission to harness the true values of the region and offset these with the projected growth of our great city.  Like any good plan, we must first recognise our constraints and then identify the opportunities available to us. For a region that is constrained by geography, environment, narrow and predefined transport routes, occasionally fractious local governments and key economic nodes, it is very pleasing to see the Growth Centres Commission clearly identify the district’s strengths and weaknesses and then look to ensure that the path for projected growth can reside with the opportunities that these strengths and weaknesses can offer. In this regard, the transference and adaptation of goals from the metropolitan plan, Plan for Growing Sydney 2016, is the triumph of this document. The plan demonstrates a direction in which the wider view of Sydney can be both translated and implemented at a local level. It can be said that past failures of strategic policy have often resided with implementation whereby broad strategies have often been pushed back for reasons of cross purposes, lack of relatability or financial constraint at a local level. The District Plan’s matrix of key priorities, statistical mandates, a strategy to both counsel and consult with various government stakeholders, which is underpinned by proposed infrastructure investment, has the ability to guide the district’s future in the short and medium term.  At this point I should relate to you that Sun Property is a property development company who is focussed on the revitalisation of existing urban sites in Sydney’s lower north shore. With the financial gain of property development being well known, it needs to be said that ourselves, like other property developers who are active in the Sydney market, are a key resource who can assist government to offset infrastructure, create initiative for improved public amenity, reinvigorate the design quality of an ever evolving global city and importantly meet the challenge of supply vs demand to tackle the issue of housing affordability.   I would like to provide some comment on several areas of the district plan for your further consideration.  Liveability and notion of appropriate Growth This draft District Plan considers the essential need to supply more housing in the places where people want to live. It goes on to say that there is now a need for a diversity of housing, including adequate affordable and social housing and aged care provision and whilst providing this diversity ensure that connectivity to deliver a 30 minute city comes into focus. I refer to Table 4-1 below which forecasts population growth based on pre-existing age demographics.  
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  It seems that these projections are working to a number of pre-determinations including existing zoning patterns, current growth rates, pre-applied theories of intensification, pre-approved developments or developments under construction, ability to renew based on property value and relatable economics and the footprint of LGAs. Table 4-2 provides direction to councils for 5 year dwelling targets.   
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  Again these figures are likely to be resonate of some of the pre-known factors I mention above. As a result, it can be observed that the majority of new dwellings intended to be supplied are targeted within areas currently undergoing rapid apartment growth such Hornsby, Epping, Cheltenham and Cherrybrook in the Hornsby LGA , Turramurra, Pymble and Gordon in the Ku-ring-gai LGA and Ryde and Macquarie Park in the Ryde LGA. Although it is positive to provide councils with dwelling targets the intensification strategy is somewhat short sighted in that it regurgitates the status quo and relies heavily on the production of apartments. There is a growing concern present that these regions (similarly with areas to Sydney’s south and Sydney’s inner west) are steadily becoming over-capitalised markets in terms of apartment supply growth vs demand and a buyers ability to settle. This aspect is reinforced by the recent location specific tightening of lending requirements by major banks and second tier lenders to development projects. Funding constraints create an impression of risk and subsequently can lead to slower than projected supply goals. The plateauing or at the very least the potential plateauing of demand should be drawn more to the question or otherwise the statement which the draft district plan continually makes of “where people want to live” and then revisited through the lens of the 30 minute city offering the desired connectivity to work.  Table 3-1 reviews the growth of employment against population within the district over the past 20 years. Within this population the occupational demographic is widely considered to be professionals, managers, medical personnel and education. The plan goes further to state at a city wide level, approximately 16% of all residents in the North District can access jobs within 30 minutes from their place of residence. It could then be concluded that are number of people living in the district are long term residents or are otherwise new residents choosing to reside in the district for desirability or other reasons.    
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  Table 3-3 projects target ranges for employment increase over the next 20 years which places a clear focus on employment within Macquarie Park, North Sydney and St Leonards. These viable long term employment growth targets are disproportionate with the short term dwelling projections to house a number of people within the district at some distances from these key centres. To create sustainable centres and outwardly a self-sustainable district there is a growing need to look more intrinsically at these commercial hubs in isolation and work in close collaboration with local authorities to resolve new housing supply within a 30 minute travel arc. As the plan states, there is a an economic perspective at play here, whereby having access to a larger number of jobs means greater potential for jobs and skill matching, more opportunities for skill and knowledge development, and, ultimately, better outcomes for households and the overall economy.   
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As final point on this topic, there has been some excellent policy work completed by local councils, which is referred to in Section 4.3.5 of the plan. I encourage the Growth Centres Commission to draw on some of the positive work developed by these plans and rationalise this information so that a clear policy rationale can be implemented within the environmental planning instruments of each sector.  Retail Growth  Throughout the document there is ever present language about the analysis of data, the acceptance and application of technology and the influence of innovation to solve Sydney’s strategic and spatial problems. With the advent of technological disruption over recent years, the retail industry has had to undergo a dramatic reformation. Forced to innovate, these industries have pioneered the use of big data and use this successfully to operate and where possible, profit from their business.   Recent inclusionary zoning policy in the heart of urban areas has promoted mixed use. Sydney’s flourishing café culture has reinforced some of these inclusionary outcomes however there remains a number of poorly executed developments which are as a result of a poorly conceived zoning. I cite key points raised by the plan:  
- existing and future supply and demand for retail floor space within the District based on the Department of Planning and Environment’s medium population growth scenario  
- the accessibility of different types of retail and commercial floor space to communities  
- opportunities to allow retail and commercial activities to innovate within centres  
- the impacts of new retail and commercial proposals to the viability and vitality of existing and planned centres 
- the need for new retail development to reinforce / enhance the public domain  
- the net social, economic and environmental benefits of new supply within different locations.   I encourage the Growth Centres Commission to create engagement with the industry to share and utilise data more efficiently. Within retail, the desire of the customer is paramount to the success and viability of a new business or otherwise a going concern. Customer perceptions change rapidly for a particular locations at particular times. The inclusionary zoning system should allow flexibility for new or existing retail spaces to adapt to. Some of these changes may be executed by developers, the residents of a building or the retailer themselves. Further, I encourage government authorities to engage with developers and retailers more directly to generate an appropriate economic profile for new retail and consider how this applies to the demands of a locality.   Schools The North District is heavily populated with quality public and private schools. Unmeasured within this plan is any statistical analysis as to the proportion of people who live in the area purely to send their children to a particular school. Historically sacred in terms of both land tenure and land use, schools have traditionally resisted land use change. Comparably, early childhood learning and care centres, which are primarily operating within a competitive private sector industry, have been forced to innovate in terms of placement, access, 
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facilities and services. New development in urban areas in urban areas has aided the early childhood industry to address ever growing demand. Some collaborative approaches have generated unique, modern outcomes which has set new precedents for the industry.   The plan’s commentary to promote innovative land use of school sites is encouraging. I ask the Growth Centres Commission to work with the Department for Education and local Councils to target the needs of school sites, including: 
- infrastructure 
- surplus land within existing school sites 
- capacity issues  
- targeted new sites  It is natural to consider that the final point noted above more likely would occur within newly established residential estates. The purveying attitudes in urban areas is that the existing network of schools can accommodate an increase of capacity from growing populations in vertical villages. We are at a time in the evolution of this city that the adoption of a ‘compact city’ model should be accepted more broadly and without hindrance.   I thank the Growth Centres Commission for the opportunity to provide input to the formation of the North District Plan. This plan, along with the sister district plans, stands to be a document which is vital toward the future calibration of the region.  Should there be any queries on the information provide I would be pleased to discuss.  I otherwise look forward to the outcomes which the Growth Centres Commission will develop throughout 2017 and beyond.   Yours faithfully, 

 Cameron Johnson 
SUN PROPERTY  
General Manager   


